and the US in the shop. After the shop was relocated
inside the National University of Singapore museum,
LA LIBRERIA has concentrated more on the making
of books. In its new location, the art space has been
replaced by a workshop space and holds bookbinding
workshops regularly.

Interview with Eriko Hirashima founder of
LA LIBRERIA artists’ bookshop in Singapore
Tom Sowden, via email July - Nov 2009
How and why did you start an artist’s bookshop in Singapore?
The reason I started LA LIBRERIA was as a natural
consequence of my practice. I started it because book
arts were not known to people in Singapore and I had
some difficulties in both making and finding books.
The arts environment was different from in the UK.
Pursuing book activities was not easy for me in the
beginning because I was a foreigner and didn’t have any
connections in Singapore. My limited job and academic
experiences in the Arts, were also of little help in the
beginning.

Books for the shop are normally taken on consignment
and LA LIBRERIA is trying to support more local
and regional artists. As there is little attention paid
to environmental issues in Asia, LA LIBRERIA uses
regionally made wood-free papers and recycled papers
in the book making classes. At the moment, I am doing
everything alone, so there are limitations to what I can
do. I really want to find someone who can support
and work together with me towards the same goals in
Singapore.

So I chose to use the business sector to link my interests
and background. I adopted a bookshop model as my
platform to promote the books and book arts.
Although LA LIBRERIA has a bookshop format, it is
like a long-term book project for me. The goal of the
project is not as important, because I see the process
as the work. In addition, the experiences I have gained
through the process are the most exciting part. It is this
that has become the motivation for me to continue
LA LIBRERIA.

What is your selection policy at LA LIBRERIA?

How has LA LIBRERIA progressed and how does it operate now?

I try to choose a variety of artists’ books for the shop
because I feel I have to show or introduce many types
of books. I assume that these books contain a variety
of elements and push the boundaries of the form. I
am perhaps more interested in the concepts and the
techniques used in making of the books and booklike formats. LA LIBRERIA stocks limited editions,
exhibition catalogues, mass publications such as ’zines as
well as handmade one-off books.

Unlike galleries or museums in the UK, you don’t see
many art related books, or even critical art books, in
the bookstores in Singapore. LA LIBRERIA started to
function as both an alternative art space and an artists’
bookshop. The intention was to emphasize the books [as
art] by having them placed in ‘the art space’. It was also
originally located in between two major art schools to
appeal to art students.

The new LA LIBRERIA space at the University Cultural
Centre

You talk about La Libreria as a long-term book project with the goal
not being important. How far into the process do you think you are?
Is there a goal at all, or is it only the process?
The reason why I said the goal was not as important
is because I can’t predict the future shape of LA
LIBRERIA and I think it is better to investigate what
I can do in each situation. Therefore it is difficult for
me to see how far away the ending is from here. This
[LA LIBRERIA] project has been working in an
inexperienced environment and I have had to learn and
understand the local culture at the same time. The goal is
the result of the process of the project. The achievement
of the project will not be determined by me. In short,
I expect to see possibilities of growth in book arts in
Singapore from this process. This goal will lead me to
the next phase in the project.

The first LA LIBRERIA space.

My initial intention was just to let people experience
the books in LA LIBRERIA before talking about book
arts. The idea of the alternative space was actually quite
helpful so gradually people became more interested in
the idea of artists’ books, though their idea of book arts
was slightly different from mine. In the 5 years since
starting LA LIBRERIA it now carries more local and
regional artists’ books, as well as books from Europe
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It is interesting that most of LA LIBRERIA’s book
customers are either from the university or people who
already have relationship with the museum. The people
who attend my book making workshops are more from
the general public.
How has LA LIBRERIA impacted on your practice?
I have come to understand the differences between
the creative mind and the business mind. Although
LA LIBRERIA started as a part of my book art project,
over time marketing has acquired more weight so I can
no longer simply look at this as an art project.

With your relocation into the University museum do you now feel
that you are moving away from the business sector?
It feels the same in some ways, because LA LIBRERIA
uses a business format, but I feel the activities of LA
LIBRERIA are becoming more educational after I
moved into the University museum.
As LA LIBRERIA has moved from having an art space to more
of a workshop, which do you think has had the greatest impact on
the appreciation of book arts in Singapore? Are you now having an
impact on education?

Do you continue to produce your own artist’s books or do you find
that LA LIBRERIA has taken over and even become your practice?

Most of the participants in my binding workshop see the
books more as crafts works, which is a limited perspective
for book arts. On the other hand, the art space was
good for showing a variety of books had a marginally
better impact on the public. I am wary of just throwing
the books out there without context and I think doing
both workshops and small talks/seminars may get better
results. Because of the activities of LA LIBIRERIA,
I have been given opportunities to teach and conduct
workshops on book arts in two of the three universities
here. I hope what I am doing is having an influence
educationally and artistically in Singapore.

LA LIBRERIA can be seen as part of my overall book
project and my experiences with LA LIBRERIA have
informed my book art practice, giving me a different
point of view. In my view, my book works and
LA LIBRERIA are in line with each other.

With your new location and with you working in universities, is
the audience for artists’ books and the number of people producing
books continuing to grow in Singapore and the region?

The next phase for LA LIBRERIA is to organise an
artists’ books show in Singapore this year, showing
works by Japanese and Singaporean artists. This event
will be the first step to raise the profile of book arts in
Singapore. It will be an opportunity for local book artists
and the general public to know more about book arts
from different cultures.

Yes, I do. I will continue to produce actual books.

They can be see as part of a long term process,
but the LA LIBRERIA phase can also be seen as
a completed work.
What is the immediate future for LA LIBRERIA? Do you have
any plans on how you will be taking it forward?

I think that it is gradually growing in Singapore.
My experience is with Singapore, I can’t speak for the
entire region. As far as the new location is concerned,
the bookshop is not easily accessible for a general public,
but I feel it is a suitable location for the workshop space.
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Looking at what you produce, and what you distribute through LA
LIBRERIA, is there any limit to the definition of an artist’s book?
To survive in business, LA LIBRERIA had to maintain
a vague position. As a bookshop I deal with book works
that fit within the size of the bookshelves in the shop.
Previously when LA LIBRERIA had the alternative
space, I was able to showcase a wider range of artists’
books.
And finally, do you have any concerns for the future of the artist’s
book, primarily in Singapore, but also in general?
The background of book arts is already complex.
The nature of the book has the ability to involve multiple
fields. New technology may help to generate new ideas
but artists’ books are created by the artists.
The future of the form is in their hands.
The direction of book arts in Singapore is very open.
Singapore is a good location to link with other South
East Asian countries. Therefore, it may have unique
possibilities in the future. However, there is a lack of
appreciation for teaching traditional techniques in art
education right now. For instance, the art schools in
Singapore are just beginning to have printmaking or
book making facilities, therefore most students don’t
have a chance to gain a physical understanding of
book making.

LA LIBRERIA
University Cultural Centre
NUS Museum, Level 3
50 Kent Ridge Crescent
119279
Singapore
www.lalibreria.com.sg
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